The Recover NWI Loan Fund

The Recover NWI Loan Fund is a program for preventing, preparing for, and responding to the coronavirus and to economic injury as a result of the coronavirus for Lake, Porter, and La Porte counties. NIRPC’s new program is designed to assist businesses and organizations in alleviating sudden and severe economic dislocation caused by the pandemic. There is $530,000 available for these loans. NIRPC is committed to helping the NWI region respond to this unprecedented challenge by providing flexible gap financing to recover and respond to the impacts on businesses.

Pandemic Economic Relief for Northwest Indiana

NWI Economic Development District
U.S. Economic Development Administration

Help NWI Businesses
- Stay open for business
- Remain financially sustainable
- Maintain employment

Provide Flexibility
- Fund payroll
- Purchase equipment
- Expand inventory

To Apply

www.nirpc.org/RecoverNWI

Contact Denarie Kane,
Economic Development District Coordinator,
at (219) 985-3368, dkane@nirpc.org

Recover NWI is a program under, and is administered by, NIRPC and the Northwest Indiana Economic Development District. Funding is made available through the U.S. Economic Development Administration.

NIRPC is the Economic Development District (EDD) administrator for Lake, Porter, and La Porte counties. The EDD is a federal designation through the U.S. Economic Development Administration.